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0 of 0 review helpful Those Crazy Nazis By Quinzy I took the time to finish this book hence three stars The setting in 
post WW II Germany seemed well researched and was fascinating The rest of the plot and characterization was more 
preposterous than Jason Bourne and far less exciting and entertaining The historical twists were somewhat thought 
provoking Could an Allied General who fought Nazis be one 0 of 0 r Christopher Reich dazzled readers and defied 
expectations with his New York Times bestseller Numbered Account a breathtaking classic of modern suspense Now 
Reich returns to the world of international thrillers with a no holds barred powerhouse of a novel set against the 
seething backdrop of post mdash World War II Germany July 1945 U S attorney Devlin Judge has come to Europe as 
part of an international tribunal to try Nazi war criminals Bu com Set against the backdrop of post World War II 
Germany The Runner is the story of Devlin Judge an ex New York City detective turned lawyer on the hunt for Nazi 
SS soldier Erich Seyss recently escaped from an American POW camp Seyss a former Oly 
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